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Abstract 

In order to cover the shortage of manual ticket selling in cinema, such as the low 
efficiency and inconvenience, this paper designs a cinema ticketing system based on 
SpringBoot and Vue. We mainly introduce the system from requirements analysis, 
system design, function implementation and the key technologies involved in the 
development, including the front-end mainstream framework Vue, the back-end 
SpringBoot framework, the database MySql, and the cache database Redis. 
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1. Introduction 

With the progress of society, the cinema industry has developed rapidly, people's living 
standards have gradually improved, and the pace of life has accelerated. The offline manual 
ticketing method can no longer meet the needs of the general public. Therefore, cinema 
ticketing system based on the mainstream framework SpringBoot and Vue[1-3] is developed. 
On the one hand, it can facilitate the cinema staff to manage the ticket information, save 
manpower and avoid mistakes. On the other hand, it also solves a series of problems that people 
cannot know the film information in advance and queue up to buy tickets. 

2. Requirments analysis 

The usage roles of the cinema ticketing system include administrators and users. Users need to 
register first, and then login to the system to use the system to book tickets, query orders and 
cancel orders. Users without registration can only simply browse movie information and 
cannot use functions such as booking tickets; administrators need to manage movie 
information, user information, order information and make statistics on box office and other 
information. 

2.1. System flowchart 

The system flowchart is shown as follows, see Figure 1. 

3. System design 

3.1. Forestage function module design  

The forestage is mainly used to display to users, including the following functions:  

Registration function: Users can use QQ mailbox as the account to register.  

Login function: Users enter private information on the login page to login to the system.  

Query function: Users can query movies by keyword, or filter information by region and movie 
type.  

Ticket booking function: After querying the favorite hot movie, users can order movie tickets 
for the appropriate time and seat; they can also query existing orders and apply for a refund.  
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Information modification: Users can modify their personal information such as nickname and 
password. 

 
Figure 1: flowchart 

3.2. Backstage function module design 

The backstage is mainly used for the management of the cinema to manage users, orders, 
movies and other information. The main functions are as follows:  

User management function: administrators can query and modify the information of existing 
users.  

Arrangement management function: The administrator can add, delete and modify the film 
screenings, and can also find the screenings information by the time or date. 

Film management function: administrators can add, modify, delete and query film information. 

Order management function: administrators can query orders according to filter conditions 
such as user id, order id, etc and approve or reject the user's refund application.  

Data statistics function: administrators can view the total box office, single-day box office, total 
attendance, and single-day attendance of the currently released movies. 

3.3. Database design 

The entities of the cinema ticketing system mainly include users, administrators, orders, movies, 
and arrangements.  
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The ER diagram between these entities is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: ER diagram 

4. Function implementation 

This system is developed on the windows10, java is used as the main language, jdk1.8 is 
selected, IDEA is used as the main development tool, and the maven project management tool 
is used for dependency management. 

4.1. Overall technical architecture  

The front-end and back-end are separately developed. The front-end uses Vue framework and 
Element-ui for component design, HTML is used for page structure, css is used for page 
rendering, and axios is used to complete the interaction between front-end and back-end; the 
back-end uses SpringBoot and MyBatis, reducing complex xml configuration and simplifying 
development. The technical architecture is displayed in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3: Overall architecture 

The detailed achitecture explanation is followed: 

1. The user enters the URL in the search box and presses enter, and the browser requests static 
resources (html, js, css files, etc.) from the nodejs server pointed by URL. 
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2. The page uses axios to request data from the SpringBoot server. The server queries the 
corresponding data through parameters and returns it to the browser. Vue is responsible for 
rendering the obtained data on the page.  

3. SpringBoot obtains the http request at the controller layer, calls corresponding service 
according to the request content, and finally the service requests data from MySql through the 
mybatis framework. 

4.2. key technology 

4.2.1. SpringBoot 

SpringBoot is a new open source framework based on Spring, which simplifies the construction 
and development process of Spring applications. It is easy to use, has rich functions and stable 
performance. Compared with the previous SSM framework, it simplifies the complicated 
configuration[2,7] and only needs to configure some dynamic parameters in the development 
in the form of annotations. 

4.2.2. Vue and Element-ui 

Vue[2,4] is a convenient javaScript framework for developing user pages. Its core library only 
focuses on the view layer and is easy to get started with. Vue focuses on the view model layer 
on the MVVM pattern and connects the view and model through two-way data binding. The 
actual DOM manipulation and output format are abstracted into directives and filters. In this 
paper, Vue implements the binding of data and view components through the simplest API to 
achieve dynamic rendering of pages. Element-ui is based on Vue and responsible for the 
showing of the user interface. 

4.2.3. MySql 

MySql is an open source relational database system. Compared with other databases, it has 
many features. First, it is powerful and provides various database storage engines such as 
InnoDB, MyISAM and FullText[5]. Second , it support cross-platform, programs written on any 
platform can be transplanted; Third, it has a fast running speed; Fourth, it has large storage 
capacity, processing large databases effortlessly. 

4.2.4. Redis 

Redis[6] is a popular high-performance key-value cache database with extremely fast read and 
write speed. Compared with other key-value cache databases, Redis can persist data and it 
contains rich data types, in addition to supporting key-value type data, it also supports list, set, 
zset, hash and other types. Based on the above advantages, this paper uses redis for data 
catching. 

4.3. Implementation 

4.3.1. The implementation of information management 

Js code encapsulates the information that needs to be added, deleted, modified and queried into 
an http request body, requests the corresponding url through axios, the controller layer of 
SpringBoot receives the information, executes the corresponding method, and finally accesses 
related data through mybatis; after that, server would return results to browser, Vue would 
display the processing results on the page. The page of information management is shown in 
Figure 4. 

4.3.2. The implementation of booking ticktes 

After obtaining the session information through the above method, the user needs to select a 
seat. Seat selection is achieved through Redis. After the user clicks on the seat, Redis will lock 
the seat for ten minutes. If there is no payment during the locking period, the seat will be 
automatically unlocked, so as to implement the function of multi-user seat selection and 
booking. The page of booking tickets is shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 4: management 

 
Figure 5: booking tickets 

4.3.3. The implementation of statistics 

Each ticket purchase record of the user will be stored in the server. When statistical information 
is needed, the background will calculate the information in real time, return it to the browser, 
and finally display it through echarts. The page of statistics is shown in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6: statistics 

5. Conclusion 

This paper develops a cinema ticketing system based on the SpringBoot and Vue framework. 
The system is developed in front and back ends separately.The front-end uses the Vue 
framework, the back-end uses the SpringBoot framework, and the MySql database and the 
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Redis cache database are used for data storage. The SpringBoot framework used in this system 
simplifies system configuration and facilitates development. The system implements functions 
including login, registration, ticket booking, order query, film arrangement query, movie query, 
order management, film arrangement management, user query, order cancellation, data 
statistics, and film management, etc., which is convenient for cinema staff and the general public 
to use. 
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